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Installation:
1.

Remove the clamp ring from the fog light and lift the fog light out. Unscrew both wire terminals, cut the fork
terminal off of the end of the GREY-BLACK wire and set the light aside.

2.

Remove both allen-head screws from the passing light mounting bracket and unscrew the nut holding the wire
guide. Carefully lower the light and let it hang while you slide the grey fog light wire out of the bottom of the tube.

3.

Remove the washer indicated and replace it with the lighthead mounting bracket.

Reassembly:
1.

Thread the fog light wire up through the guide tube until it protruds out of the fog light body.

2.

Replace the nut on the bottom of the wire guide, then reattach the passing lights body with the 2 allen-head
screws.

3.

Reattach the 2 fog light wires removed previously (you can attach the wire you removed from the fork terminal
with or without reinstalling another fork terminal.).

4.

Secure the fog light with the clamp ring.

5.

Mount the new lighthead to its bracket as shown.

6.

Extend the lighthead wires to your power source and connect as described in the lighthead manual.
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Installation:
1.

Remove the clamp ring from the fog light and lift the fog light out. Unscrew both wire terminals, cut the fork
terminal off of the end of the GREY-BLACK wire and set the light aside.

2.

Remove both allen-head screws from the passing light mounting bracket and unscrew the nut holding the wire
guide. Carefully lower the light and let it hang while you slide the grey fog light wire out of the bottom of the tube.

3.

Remove the washer indicated and replace it with the lighthead mounting bracket.

Reassembly:
1.

Thread the fog light wire up through the guide tube until it protruds out of the fog light body.

2.

Replace the nut on the bottom of the wire guide, then reattach the passing lights body with the 2 allen-head
screws.

3.

Reattach the 2 fog light wires removed previously (you can attach the wire you removed from the fork terminal
with or without reinstalling another fork terminal.).

4.

Secure the fog light with the clamp ring.

5.

Mount the new lighthead to its bracket as shown.

6.

Extend the lighthead wires to your power source and connect as described in the lighthead manual.
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Disconnect the GREY-BLACK wire and cut the fork terminal
off, then unscrew the other (ground) wire terminal and place
the fog light aside. Slide the GREY-BLACK wire out of the
bottom of the wire guide.
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Disconnect the GREY-BLACK wire and cut the fork terminal
off, then unscrew the other (ground) wire terminal and place
the fog light aside. Slide the GREY-BLACK wire out of the
bottom of the wire guide.
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